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Hauntingly beautiful is the best 
way I can describe the majestic 

sound of Beyond Forgiveness, a fe-
male-fronted, gothic symphonic metal 
band out of Colorado Springs. 

The band began 
as a studio project in 
2009 with guitarists/
vocalists Richard 
Marcus and Greg 
Witwer along with a vocalist and bass-
ist. Greg and Richard had been playing 
music together for more than a decade 
however this version of the band did 
not last. It broke up in 2011, but in 
2014 the band regrouped after seeking 
out a true vocalist. 

As many bands do, the metamor-
phosis of the band did not end there. 
Talia Hoit worked with the band, 
providing keyboard and orchestration 
support while the band had a previous 
singer. When that fell through and they 
placed an ad for a vocalist, shyly she 
anonymously submitted a track. After 
Greg and Richard had heard the track 
they immediately knew this was the 

person they had to have. The next day 
she came out as the owner of the voice 
that had won them over. Her only 
stipulation was that she wanted to only 
sing live, as she no desire to be stuck 

behind the keys, 
she wanted to be 
energetic and move 
around the stage. 
Through another 

evolution of the band, Talia eventual-
ly took on the role of keyboardist as 
well, finding it easier to harmonize and 
write the keys as a more supporting 
role, allowing her angelic voice shine 
through.

They began recording, emerging 
with an EP entitled “The Ferryman’s 
Shore” in February of 2016. This was 
the first of many successes for Be-
yond Forgiveness. As the band was 
in transition the album took longer 
than expected but they found a sound 
engineer from Czech Republic by the 
name of Jarick Musil to mix and mas-
ter their work. Overly impressed by 
his handy work, they sent their music 

to Europe and found that that it was 
very well-received. They ultimately 
ended up recording a music video for 
the track “Dust to Dust” at Colorado’s 
own Bishop’s Castle, on a snowy day 
in March of 2016. Around this time 
they had also recruited their current 
drummer Sean Rogers. 

Shortly after this, Beyond Forgive-
ness received an invitation to play at 
a music festival in Switzerland and 
decided to cash in on the experience, 
spending a week recording with Jarek 
Musil and then holding three perfor-
mances. 

Band members' unique back-
grounds add depth and range to their 
musical style. From the classical 
teaching that Talia hails from, feeding 
the symphonic melodies to Greg with 
the black metal vocals and Richard 
pushing to the death metal persua-
sion and Sean bringing in the rhythm 
hinting some of his blues background. 
The experience is transcendent as they 
bring you to another time and place 
with their craft. 

Having not taken a break in be-
tween albums, Beyond Forgiveness 
just finished tracking their next album 
and is looking to release it and a video 
in the coming months. Their focus has 
shifted from Internet based promotions 
to getting out there in the community 
and getting people to know them as 
they work on fill their calendar with 
local shows and events. 

Their next show is Oct. 27 at the 
Buffalo Rose in Golden. Check out 
their website https://www.beyondfor-
giveness.net/ for more information or 
to find their music.

"We hope to meet you all out there. 
Come to a show and check out a new 
style!" said Richard Marcus.

By Andrea Fuentes 
The Riff Rag

reverbnation.com/LAMBBED13



In recent years, jazz pro-
gramming on Colorado 

Springs radio waves has 
been limited to a few short 
hours per week. Jazz 93.5 
FM, Colorado Springs’ pre-
mier jazz station launching 
on Oct. 29, is changing that.

Cheyenne Mountain 
Public Broadcast House 
Inc., the folks behind 88.7 
KCME Classical Radio, 
recognized the need for a 
24/7 jazz station. Colora-
do Springs resident Bruce 
Buell is one of many who 
felt dismayed at the prior 
lack of programming. Buell 
has been a connoisseur of 
jazz music all his life, say-
ing that, thanks to Jazz 93.5, 
“things are looking up” for 
jazz in Colorado Springs.

Studies show music is 
a great benefit to seniors. 
It reduces stress, anxiety, 
and pain. It also improves 
immune function, helps 
memory, and encourages 
exercise. 

Neuroscientists have 
discovered that listening 
to music heightens posi-
tive emotion in the reward 
centers of the brain. Music’s 
neurological reach, and 
its historic role in healing 
and cultural rituals, has 
led researchers to consider 
ways music can improve 
our health and well-being. 
In particular, researchers 
have looked at applications 
in healthcare – for example, 
helping patients during 
post-surgery recovery or 
improving outcomes for 
people with Alzheimer’s. 
In some cases, music’s pos-
itive impact on health has 
been more powerful than 
medications.

For seniors, music isn’t 
just about healing, it takes 

them back to a time and 
era that evokes positive 
memories – sock hops and 
speakeasys, jazz clubs and 
jitter bugs. 

Jazz isn’t just nice 
background music at your 
favorite coffee shop or ritzy 
restaurant. As observed by 
local musician Boyd Swee-
ney, “jazz music was born 
out of unique challenges, 
successes, and collabora-
tions.” The very nature of 
the music requires both the 
performer and the listener 
to be fully engaged. Jazz is 
timeless as well as timely, 
a catalyst for culture. Jazz 
93.5 FM will exist to serve 
the eclectic and sophisti-
cated listener with a mix of 
contemporary and classic 
jazz. Programming will 

embrace a wide range of 
jazz subgenres performed 
by international and local 
artists.

Jazz 93.5 FM launches 
at noon on Oct. 29 at the 
Antlers Hilton in conjunc-
tion with Colorado Springs 
Friends of Jazz Party. Local 
musicians Stefan Doucette 
and David Siegel will per-
form. Their music will be 
broadcast live on both Jazz 
93.5 FM and KCME 88.7 
FM, and can be streamed 
online at www.jazz935.
org and www.kcme.org. A 
commitment to culture and 
community, and a passion 
for diversity and music are 
all found “In the Moment” 
with Jazz 93.5 FM.

Jazz 93.5 FM Launches in Colorado Springs
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ALL AGES (BAR W/ID)
3970 CLEARVIEW FRONTAGE RD

SUNSHINESTUDIOSLIVE.COM
 719-392-8921

ADVANCED TICKETS AVAILABLE AT

Sunshine Studios Live can be 
rented for wedding receptions, 

private events ... etc.  
Just give us a call!

Sept. 29th
94.3 KILO presents:

One Eyed Doll, Doll 
Skin, Witchhands,  
Seven Days Lost,  

Spiral Cell
$12-$15 Show at 7pm

Oct. 10th
94.3 KILO presents:

Otherwise, Sons of 
Valor, Lowdead,  

Paradigm
$15-$18 Doors at 6pm

Oct. 19th
94.3 KILO presents:

Wenesday 13, Eyes 
Set to Kill, Repulsur, 
The Union, Enlighten 

the Masses
$12-$15 Show at 7pm

Oct. 20th
94.3 KILO presents:

Sponge, Mountains 
Rising, Elevated  

Sickness, FN Wylde
$15-$18 Show at 7pm

Coming soon
10/27: Gemini Syndrome
10/28: A Heady Halloween 
11/4: Dope & Hed PE
11/18: Soil & Flaw
12/6: Davey Suicide

TICKETFLY.COM734 N. 19th (off of Uintah & I-25)

Home of 
the $2 PBR
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Get Along - "Let My 
People Go" EP

Genres: indiepop, indiepunk, 
alt/rock

In the spring of 2017, Get Along 
released their single “Death of a Spirit 
Animal” and on September 22nd, they 
will be releasing their full EP Let My 
People Go - an eclectic collection of 
songs centered on breaking chains and 
realizing one’s own destiny.

Get Along is Nick and Cara Yanez 
- Colorado’s best musical couple in 
indie-pop. The duo have been working 
on their sound since 2012, but this 
release really has some great moments, 
notably in production. Their sound is 
really coming together with each new 
effort!

Now, it’s easy to cop out and say 
a recording is “eclectic” to cover all 
the bases, but in all honesty, on this 
release, not one song is similar to 
another - not even part One and Two 
of “Let My People Go.” The sounds 
range from powerpop, alt/rock, dance, 
punk, and gospel. I would liken it 
to Muse, Florence & the Machine, 
Arcade Fire, and Fitz and the Tantrums 
all getting together to put some songs 
out as a unit. And the artistry of the 
songwriting is truly undeniable.

Given the easy to spot Biblical 
themes in a couple of songs and the EP 
title, I was pleased to hear some actual 

heartfelt messages that were not at all 
preachy. Though the life of Moses is 
of great subject matter in this EP, it’s 
not at all what you’d come away with 
from a church service, but more so a 
look at this fl awed and unique individ-
ual who had to come to terms with his 
own imperfections and choose a riskier 
path in order to chase his own destiny. 
Easily relatable to our own lives.

Regarding the EP’s conceptual 
theme, Get Along said this: “The 
underlying theme of the EP is free-
dom, hence the ‘Let My People Go.’ 
The idea is to inspire people to seek 
after their own destinies, and pursue 
the desires of their heart. We tried to 
articulate this idea as a story, each 
song being it’s own unique “chapter.” 
Although it happened organically, each 
song is uniquely different from the 
others not only musically but also with 
the point we are trying to get across, 
successfully making the EP itself an 
expression of the main theme. It’s our 
attempt at stepping into our destiny 
and pursuing our own personal truth 

through music.”
With this release, Get Along hopes 

to reach their existing fanbase on a 
hopeful and positive front, but also 
to expand to new listeners and take 
that next step in their musical career - 
whether it’s a growing fanbase, a solid 
tour, or whatever comes knocking on 
their door.

Do yourself a favor, and check out 
this solid recording by Get Along. Not 
every song may trip everyone’s fancy, 
but there is surely at least one song for 
everyone.

Check out Get Along and their 
brand new EP on iTunes, Amazon, 
Spotify, and Youtube! 

Favorite track: “Death of a Metal 
Band”

Get Along - "Let My People Go" EP
1. Death of a Metal Band
2. Death of a Spirit Animal
3. Let My People Go I
4. Let My People Go II
5. Exodus

Ashtōnz - "A Date 
With Density"

Genres: folk, blues, country 

What exactly is an “Ashtōn”? 
The Ash-moniker is derived from the 
surname of a long ago Evergreen (CO) 
High School student with the last name 
of Ashton. The intentional mispro-
nunciation of which became a term of 

Newest SoundsNewest SoundsNewest Sounds

TaikoSociety.com

Taiko
Classes

2790 Hancock Expressway2790 Hancock Expressway2790 Hancock Expressway

Facebook, Instagram, Twitter: @LegendsRockCO

SEE PAGE 7
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non-endearment at 
some point toward 
the end of his EHS 
days. Following 
high school, A.A’s 
fellow Evergreeners 
- Charlie Searle (vo-
cals, 2nd chair gui-
tar) and the Brothers 
Bremmer (Neil and 
Scott) began getting 
together to record 
music on a 4-track 
TEAC Tascam reel to reel machine. The products of these 
all-night sessions weren't quite fit for public consumption, 
but the resulting tapes still needed to be properly identi-
fied, and voila! Ashtōnz became a thing.

A Date With Destiny is a live session engineered by 
“Ranger Butch” Hause at the Western Jubilee Recording 
Company and mastered at the Ranger Station in Berthoud, 
CO. With a balanced mix of originals and covers, and a 
few interludes mixed in for good measure, the Ashtōnz 
highlight their undoubtable talent in being skilled live 
performers. 

Including a sincere variety and range from wholesome 
blues to outright country, the band adds a homegrown feel 
to some legendary classics from Bob Dylan and Bruce 
Springsteen while also telling some of their personal tales 
through original compositions. Overall, a well performed 
and recorded album that does a great job making you feel 
like you're in the audience.

Check out the Ashtōnz on social media and YouTube, 
and at their upcoming gigs at at Benny's (Sept. 30) and at 
the 20 Mile Tap House (Oct. 6).

Sounds / from page 6

SEE PAGE 14

For Sale

Legends Rock Bar’s food truck is for sale. A steal at $30,000 fi rm. 
Shave ice and BBQ truck with covered patio, full electric system 
including Onan generator, auto gen start and over 20 plug ins. 42-inch 
TV on side, 5 sinks, hot water, smooth running 2001 Chevy with 350 
cu. in. gas motor. Must see to appreciate. Call Scott at 719-499-0906. 
Mention you saw it in The Riff Rag!
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By Tim McKenna    Colorado Springs Comedy

Bullhead*ded isn’t just a hip-hop 
group to emcees ZETfree, Che 

Bong and Nato.
It’s so much more than that.
“We really have a brotherhood with 

our group. We’ve been through all the 
ups and downs,” ZETfree said. “We’ve 
been together longer than any other re-
lationship that any of us have been in.”

Ten years ago the trio came together 
when their respective groups – Made 
Up Minds and TooToneTaurus – were 
venturing on a tour. It made more sense 
to the guys at the time to join forces and 
tour as one group.

“It made sense to go as one group 
that no one knows, rather than two 
groups that no one knows,” ZETfree 
joked.

On the backbone of an ambitious 
re-launch of the ZETfree’s infamous 
Found*ded Records, Bullhead*ded 
is set to release their fi rst full-length 
album "Brazen" the beginning of 2018. 
It’ll follow the release of Che Bong's 
sophomore album "Telescope to the 
Heavens," which is follow-up to his 
award-winning album "Sleeping While 

You're Awake."
The group recently released its 

music video for "Snuffed," one of the 
singles off the upcoming new album. 
The video received over 8,000 views 
within the fi rst few weeks of its release, 
according to ZETfree.

Collaborating as a group offers each 
emcee the chance to create in a different 
environment and grow as an artist, the 
Bullhead*dead trio said. 

“We like to challenge ourselves and 
keep each other on our toes. It’s easy 
as a solo artist to get stuck in your own 
way,” ZETfree said. “Two heads are 
better than one. Three heads are even 
better.”

“It’s completely different than what 
I would do as a solo artist – the writing 
patterns, different concepts. My solo 
stuff is introspective. What Bullhead*d-
ed, it’s our story,” Che Bong added. “I 
really enjoy being able to fl ex different 
sides of my musical personality.”

“All the different pieces make it 
Bullheaded*ded,” Nato mentioned. 
“We’ve been through a lot of life situa-
tions together just working as a group. 

It’s all kind of brought us closer.”
Along with that closeness, each 

member having diverse music infl uenc-
es contributes to Bullhead*ded’s sound. 
Nato is the self-proclaimed rock guy, 
who’s infl uences include Deftones and 
hip-hop artist Sage Francis.

Che Bong said he’s a big Radiohead 
fan. He’s also into a lot of soul music 

Living their lyrics

By Anthony Welch
The Riff Rag
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and other stuff like the band Rancid. His hip-hop favorites 
are Rakim and Open Mike Eagle.

ZETfree is into folk and bluegrass and hip-hop, of 
course, like Rakim. That diversity in musical tastes adds to 
the uniqueness of the group.

“What drives our passion is our love for music in gener-
al. We’re always exploring new music and find what speaks 
to us,” ZETfree said. “We don’t like to fit in any pocket, and 
I don’t think we do. We’re a little awkward. We’re always 

trying to find ourselves in the world.”

The upcoming album is long over-

due, but worth the wait, according to the 

members of Bullhead*ded. Many in the rap 

community have poked fun a little at the 

trio for not having released a full-length yet. 

But ZETfree, Che Bong and Nato live their 

lyrics. And the story is everchanging.

“It’s real life stuff, for us at least. We’re 

living the actual record – songs are about 

loss, confusion with yourself, finding your-

self, being comfortable with yourself. All 

these things are things we’ve experienced 

collectively,” Che Bong said. “Every song is 

a look into our eyes. We try to put an artistic 

spin on it, of course.”

Not many musical acts can keep it 

together for 10 years. It hasn’t always been 

easy, but ZETfree, Che Bong and Nato are 

united by a common goal.

“We’re all committed to the idea of 

searching for your passion and dreams. It’s 

not about making it, it’s about living it. We don’t see any 

end in sight,” ZETfree said. “At the end of the day, we’re 

too stubborn to quit. That’s why we still do this. Iron sharp-

ens iron.”

To listen to Bullhead*ded, visit their Bandcamp page. 

You can also find the group on Facebook, Spotify and 

Pandora.

Upcoming gigs 
• Sept. 28 - opening for Too Short 
at the Black Sheep
• Oct. 28 - Triple Nickel
• Oct. 29 - Royal Castle Lounge
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ALL SHOWS ALL AGES UNLESS SPECIFIED
Door times listed. Advance tickets available on show nights,

by phone at 1-866-468-7621 or buy online at:

OCT 3 & 4 - HIGHLY SUSPECT
OCT 5 - HIT THE SHADOWS
OCT 6 - THE EXPANDERS
OCT 7 - MOTIONLESS IN WHITE
OCT 9 - DIZZY WRIGHT
OCT 10 - ARSONISTS GET ALL THE GIRLS
OCT 11 - JOEY HARKUM
OCT 12 - KIRKO BANGZ
OCT 13 - BATTALION OF SAINTS
OCT 14 - LISTENER
OCT 15 - SNOW THA PRODUCT
OCT 16 - JONWAYNE
OCT 17 - COM TRUISE, NOSAJ THING
OCT 18 - HOLLYWOOD UNDEAD 
               (PARKING LOT SHOW)
OCT 20 - P.O.S.
OCT 21 - PASSAFIRE

ON SALE THIS WEEK!
ZAY HILFIGERRR - NOV 9 (ON SALE NOW)

SOS FEST FEATURING CROWD DETERRENT
NOV 18 (ON SALE NOW)

STRFKR - JAN 28 (ON SALE FRI)

RIGHTEOUS VENDETTA
RANDOM HERO, PUT TO RIGHTS

Tue, Sep. 26 - 7:00pm

TOO SHORT
BULLHEAD*DED, LEGACY, SWIZZY B

Thu, Sep. 28 - 8:00pm

WOLVES IN THE THRONE ROOM
PILLORIAN

Mon, Oct. 2 - 7:00pm

HOODS
SET YOUR ANCHOR, CREEP STATUS, 

DETER, NO SOLACE

Sun, Oct. 1 - 7:00pm

BUCKETHEAD WITH 
BRAIN AND BREWER

Thu, Sep. 21 - 8:00pm
94.3 KILO PRESENTS

Fri, Sep. 22 - 7:00pm
BKG & MOUNT OLYMPUS PRESENT - KEVLAR TOUR

BROTHA LYNCH HUNG
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

Sat, Sep. 23 - 7:00pm
BKG & MOUNT OLYMPUS PRESENT

IAN TAYLOR
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

Sun, Sep. 24 - 7:00pm
94.3 KILO PRESENTS

DED
STAVESAIL, HE KILL 3

Wed, Sep. 27 - 7:00pm
RXP@1039 PRESENTS

G LOVE & SPECIAL SAUCE
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

Fri, Sep. 29 - 7:00pm
10TH ANNIVERSARY TOUR

BLU & EXILE
DAG SAVAGE, CHOOSEY,

CASHUS KING, TEQNIK G, TMC
Sat, Sep. 30 - 6:30pm

ALT NATION AND RXP@1039 PRESENT

ATLAS GENIUS
FLOR, HALF THE ANIMAL

Norman's Nonsense

We've seen a lot of 
deaths in the music 

world lately, and some 
insurmountable tragedy 
that defies the mere “band 
breakup.” A breakup in and 
off itself is usually a punch 
in the guts to fans, but what 
about the times when maybe 
a band should finally give 
it up? Like, at what point 
should a band no longer be 
the same band? Not just to 
ask when should a band call it quits, but 
more so what specifically should define the 
end of a band’s career under the current 
name they use?

What I came up with is a couple 
categories ranging from what many of us 
would consider very minor issues to some 
that are somewhat cringe-worthy, and some 
well-known as well as more secretive cases 
of some legendary bands. As usual, there's 
a whole lot more than music to learn from 
our favorite bands.

1. Major Sound Change 
This is the ultimate “creative differenc-

es” reasoning, which typically defines a BS 
excuse for guys hating each other, but a lot 
of times evolving or drastically changing 
the sound of the band causes members to go 
their separate ways. 

Depeche Mode: One legendary act 
who drastically changed sound, yet stayed 
together, are our old somber friends in DM. 
Apparently in the 80’s (apparently because 
I was barely alive in the 80’s and for all I 
know nothing before my life existed) DM 
was what was hot on the dance floor, and 
if you wanted to have a girlfriend, you had 
better blast them in your Honda Accord. 
However, when the 90’s came about David 
Gahan and crew switched to a decidedly 
darker rock vibe with their album Violator, 
which deftly defined their career onward, as 
most of us do not identify Depeche Mode 
by their dance/pop origins.

Oasis: Among some other great acts 

who never could resolve 
their musical differences 
is the infamous dissolution 
of Oasis, seemingly at the 
top of their career. But with 
the brothers Liam and Noel 
Gallagher becoming volatile 
with the musical direction 
for the future of the band, 
instead of trying to capital-
ize on their fame, they just 
pulled the plug. And now 
we have Liam Gallagher on 

the radio which essentially sounds just like 
Oasis. So, win-win? 

2. Loss of Drummer 
This category boils down to losing a 

“non-essential” member of the band (such 
as a drummer). Hold up! I can already 
feel the scathing email and FB messages 
pouring in! I don't mean for that to sound 
callous or heartless. But I'm looking at it 
from a consumer point of view, and how 
many consumers actually know the name of 
the guy who played drums for Led Zeppelin 
(John Bonham)? Yet, ask anyone who’s 
purchased one of their albums and they 
know exactly who Robert Plant is in the 
band. As for me, I’ve never been the lead 
singer and I know what it's like to be in this 
category for a band, so I can relate, but all 
defensiveness aside, this is a real issue.

80 percent of bands: In a vast majority 
of bands who lose non-singer members, 
the bands usually just chug along. Look at 
Metallica, AC/DC, Black Sabbath, Fleet-
wood Mac, Red Hot Chili Peppers - hell, 
look at any band’s Wikipedia and you'll 
be surprised if any of them have no “past 
members” section (except Coldplay - 
because either they’re amazing, or suck 
enough to have no other aspirations). I can't 
say any one of the hundreds of bands who 
change members is so compelling that it 
stands head and shoulders above the others, 
it's just fairly commonplace to keep a band 

By Norman Hittle

SEE PAGE 11

Calling It Quits: When Should 
Musicians Start Over?
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going with a changing lineup.
Led Zeppelin: Yet there are some bands who believe 

that the band is done when any one of their members is 
gone. Led Zeppelin is one of the most well known, but 
there's also One Direction (I know, what's my apparent ob-
session with them?), the Smiths, the Sex Pistols, the White 
Stripes, and a decent host of mid-level and indie bands. 
Hell, Slipknot even talked about hanging it up after bassist 
Paul Gray died in 2010. Yet, it only seems likely that a band 
will put their career on hold for one member if they're more 
like a family than a business.

3. Loss of Interest 
This category basically comes down to how relevant 

you are in the music world. I mean, when you’re starting 
out, it really doesn’t matter as long as you’re growing. But 
what happens when you crash onto the Billboard Charts for 
one album, and from there never make any ripples in the 
industry?

Marilyn Manson: I can't imagine what would suck 
more; your band name being synonymous with every crap 
thing that happened in America in the late 90’s and early 
2000’s or every person in the world knowing your name and 
yet you continuously sell exponentially less records year 
after year. Marilyn Manson might, and I seriously wonder 
when he’s going to give it up. Granted, he's a very talent-
ed artist - though now that I'm done with my angsty goth 
phase, I think he's a better painter than musician - but when 
is he going to get the memo that “Marilyn Manson” as an 
artist name is only getting more degraded as he continues to 
milk it? Why doesn't he hang up the name and try writing 
music as a different artist, you know? Maybe “Brian and the 
Shockers” could be a cool new thing for him.

And there's plenty others in this category as well who 
continue to churn out music but don't seem to get anywhere, 
and all it seems like they’re doing is trying to get every 
dime out of name recognition. Actually, it's kind of an 
overdone thing as bands age and reunite and try to continue 
to make something happen. Remember when Guns & Roses 
FINALLY released Chinese Democracy? Not many people 
remember that, because not many people were impressed, 
and yet GNR tries to continue on.

REM and The Verve: But then there's others who real-
ize they no longer have that magic anymore and just go on 
to other things. REM isn't the poster child of this endeavor, 
but seeing Michael Stipe off on his own definitely says 
there's an acceptance of not milking the name dry. There's 
also The Verve, who after their brief stint of fame and then 
massive legal drama just decided it was better to leave that 
chapter of their lives behind them and went on to pursue 
other things.

4. Less Than Half or No Original Members 

Just about every famous band has featured a lineup 
switch at some point. Even Rush, whose lineup has been 
static for 39 years, had a different drummer for their first 
album. But every now and then we see a band whose lineup 
gradually erodes. The switches pile-up until, one day, the 
longest-serving member joined a decade after the band 
originally formed. It's crazy to think that any band could 
continue after that. After all, if you saw them before and 
after, you'd be seeing two entirely different bands with the 
same name. Nevertheless, it does happen because the legal 
ownership of band names can be a weird, tumultuous thing 
to even think about. Here’s a few well-known bands you 
might not have known were basically patchworks of the 
original bands:

In Flames - The last remaining original member of In 
Flames, founded in 1993, was Jesper Stromblad, who bailed 
in 2010. That left vocalist Anders Friden and guitarist Bjorn 
Gelotte, both of whom joined in 1995, to keep it going.

Heart - Though Ann and Nancy Wilson have carried 
Heart since the sisters joined in 1972 and 1974, respective-
ly, neither were original members of the Seattle band that 
began as White Heart about a decade earlier.

Quiet Riot - Long kept around by vocalist Kevin Du-
Brow and drummer Frankie Banali, Quiet Riot disbanded 
when DuBrow passed away in 2007. Apparently someone 
saw some dollar signs, because the band was resurrected 
with Banali the sole original member in 2010.

The Misfits - Jerry Only, who keeps the Misfits going 
these days, is sometimes thought to be an original mem-
ber, but he was actually the band's second bassist, leaving 
a gray area of having original members dependant on if 
vocalist Glenn Danzig is actually in the band again or not 
or if they’ll even continue on. Sidenote: the Misfits have 
seventeen listed musicians (likely even more unlisted) that 
have been in and out of the band through the years - for a 
four piece band.

Napalm Death - If any band has made this work, it's 
Napalm Death, founded in 1981. Current longest-serving 
member Shane Embury didn't even join until 1987 and 
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Publisher's note: I've had numerous requests from read-
ers and musicians alike to re-print the columns of my dearly 
departed friend and The Riff Rag's first contributor Chris 
Forsythe. 

I’ve had a very busy month. Worked a bunch of cool 
shows including Minus The Bear, Voodoo Glow Skulls, 

Flobots, Mushroomhead, As I Lay Dying (what is up with 
these dudes?!) Cancer Bats, Middle Class Rut and on and 
on. Busy is good. Busy means the music scene is alive and 
well. 

Busy also means I still have a job, which in today’s 
ever changing music business is not something to take for 
granted.

This month I want to cover some common mistakes 
bands make that drive sound guys and venue staffs crazy. 
Whether you are a long time veteran of the live music 
world, or a rookie starting out, you will at some point make 
one or more of these gaffes. I know, because not only do I 
witness them firsthand, but I have made almost every one of 
them at some point in my career as a musician. 

Hopefully, this article will help you avoid these pitfalls, 
and ultimately make your band a more professional unit. 
Let’s get to it!

1. Be on time. I begin with this one because it is the sim-
plest one of them all. If the club/promoter tells your band 
to be at the club at 6 p.m. to load in, be there at 6. Don’t 
assume since your set isn’t until 9 p.m., that you don’t need 
to be there until 8:30 p.m.

There are reasons for early load in times. The club wants 
the bands to organize their equipment on or around the stage 
in an orderly fashion, so the show can run smoothly and on 
time. There are sound checks to be done, guest lists to be 
turned in and set times to go over. These things take time. 

Also, when you show up at 8:30 p.m., the parking lot 
will be full. You will have nowhere to park your van, and 
will have to load your gear from whatever parking spot you 

can find near the venue. Trust me; it is no fun lugging drum 
cases three blocks through traffic, maybe in a gnarly snow 
storm if you’re really lucky. 

If you are going to be late, a simple call, text or email 
will easily solve the problem. The venue staff doesn’t want 
to waste their time waiting around for you to show up late. 

2. Bring everything you will need to perform. This is a 
BIG mistake and probably the one I deal with the most. It 
is one thing to forget something. It is another to not bring 
it. When you leave for the show, make sure you have all 
the cables, batteries, power cords and guitar picks you will 
need for your set. That special adapter you need to plug you 
MIDI keyboard into your MacBook interface? The club 
doesn’t have one. 

That hard to find speaker cable that runs your super 
vintage bass amp into your ultra modern speaker cabinet? 
Venue doesn’t have one of those either. 

Seriously, It would blow your mind to know how many 
drummers show up with no sticks assuming they can 
borrow some from other drummers on the bill. If you are 
a rapper or singer performing over backing tracks, show 
up with a CD in perfect shape with the songs in the correct 
order. No sound guy or house DJ wants to have to bounce 
around from track 7 to track 12, back to track 3 and then 
track 9. We definitely don’t want to work with your beat 
up, scratched CD that has a gaping chunk taken out of the 
surface. Have a backup disc, in case your main CD won’t 
read or play. Better yet, have it on an mp3 player so it won’t 
skip. 

Personal tip, if you are a vocalist, bring your own mi-
crophone. House mics are gross. You wouldn’t use a spoon 
after 30 others singers have slobbered all over it. Why 
would you use their microphone? Just saying. Simply put, if 
you need it to play, bring it. Bring extras.

3. Make sure your equipment works. Seems simple 
enough, right? Wrong. Bands show up all the time with 
equipment they know is broken and just don’t care. That 
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guitar pedal that’s been buzzing the past three rehearsals? 
It isn’t going to miraculously fix itself the night before the 
gig. It’s still going to buzz. Except now it’s going to buzz 
through a microphone into a very loud sound system for 
everyone to enjoy. Awesome. 

That bass drum pedal that falls apart every two and a 
half songs? It’s still going to fall apart. In front of a crowd. 
A crowd that payed their hard-earned cash to see you play. 
Way to show you are a professional. If you know something 
isn’t working properly (a) fix it (b) get a new one or (c) find 
one you can borrow for the night. It will make everyone’s 
night a whole lot more enjoyable. 

On a side note, unless you are a guitar/bass player who 
can change and tune a string in less than three minutes, 
bring a backup guitar/bass. Strings break all the time. There 
is nothing worse than a guitar player standing onstage beg-
ging one of the other bands to loan him a guitar, because he 
broke a string and has no backup plan. 

Actually, there is something worse. I once worked a 
show where the singer had to literally sit on top of the guitar 
players amp and hold the input cable at a certain angle, 
just so his amp would work. Not even joking. Completely 
unacceptable.

4. Start on time, end on time. If you are told you have 
a 30-minute set that begins at 9 p.m. and ends at 9:30 p.m. 
Stick to it. This should be a common courtesy to the venue 
and the other bands on the bill. Unfortunately it is not. 

Five minutes here or there shouldn’t matter right? Those 
three minutes late and five minutes over begin to pile up. 
On a four- to five-band show, minutes add up very quickly. 
You are not only cutting into the other bands set times, you 
are also cutting into the bottom line. Every minute the show 
is running, there is security staff, bartenders, production 
crew and box office personnel on the clock. 

Every second is money being spent on the show. They 
don’t call it the music BUSINESS for nothing. Shows have 
to make money or the venue can’t survive. No venue, no 
shows. Keep that in mind the next time your set time is over 
and you decide to launch into that rap/metal cover of Taylor 
Swift you are convinced every person in the room is dying 
to hear. They are not. 

It is written in the “Holy Book of Live Music” that 
encores and extended sets are reserved for the last band on 
the bill. When was the last time you went to see national 
touring bands and the opening band played an encore? 
Never. Because only newbie local bands pull that. Don’t be 
that band. 

5. Know your guest list situation before you show up. 
You are in a band, and you want people to think you are a 
super cool guy or girl, so you tell your friends you will put 
them on the guest list. You have five band members who all 
have girlfriends/boyfriends, and they are going to need to 
be on your guest list. 

Add in your “manager,” personal band photographer, 
merchandise staff and “road crew” and you have 30 people 

who think they are getting into the show for free. 
All these people are going to show up to the door and 

be told they have to pay. Why? Because each band is only 
allowed one guest per band member. It’s a frustrating, em-
barrassing situation for everyone involved. 

Let’s say you are on a five-act show with a $7 cover and 
every band has 30 guests. That’s $1,050 - $1,050 that the 
bands could be getting paid to throw into the hookers and 
blow fund. Or practice space rent. Or T-shirt fund. Whatev-
er. 

Different strokes for different folks. All I’m saying is 
know the difference between a fan and a friend. A fan will 
pay to get into your show, buy a t shirt and wear it proudly. 
A friend will come to your show if you get them in free. 
A friend will wear a shirt if you give it to them and it’s 
laundry day. 

These “friends” should pay to see you play. They should 
pay double.

I could go on and on, but I only have so much space in 
this paper. Hope this has been helpful and at least somewhat 
entertaining. Feel free to e-mail me your stories, com-
plaints, suggestions or whatever suits your fancy. 

Until next month, be on time, in tune and tip the sound 
guy!

Originally published in the May 2013 issue  
of The Riff Rag.
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Ashtōnz - "A Date With Density"
1. Welcome/Appeal to a Higher Power
2. Think it Over One Time (Robert Keen cover)
3. Page 52 Blues
4. Victory Ride 
5. Drive South (John Hiatt cover)
6. Token Cowboy Song 
7. Your Mama Don't Dance (Kenny Loggins cover)
8. Michelle’s Audition
9. No Beach, No Babes, No Buffet
10. Train Whistle Blowing
11. North Country Medley (Bob Dylan, Neil Young, 

Robbie Robertson covers)
12. Chicago Steamship Blues
13. Ooh La La (Ron Wood cover)
14. Steve’s Last Ramble (Steve Earl cover)
15. She's No Lady, She's My Wife (Lyle Lovett cover)
16. Sherry Darling (Bruce Springsteen cover)
17. Song of Wyoming (Kent Lewis cover)
18. Annie / Squeeze Box (Lane/Townshend)

 - Norman Hittle

Newest Sounds / from page 7
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didn't even play on that year's debut record Scum. Never-
theless, the band kept on and has actually released many 
critically and commercially successful albums since, re-
gardless of whether or not their members have been around 
from the start.

5. Legal Issues 
Having to change your band name is bad enough, but 

having to do so because of legal issues is pretty much terri-
ble. Well, in some cases.

Yardbirds - Jimmy Page was only lead guitarist in the 
Yardbirds for a year, and while Eric Clapton and Jeff Beck 
were difficult acts to follow, he’s said to have OWNED the 
band. He didn’t own the name however, and past members 
sued when he tried to call his new outfit The New Yard-
birds. In May 1966, Keith Moon and Who bassist John 
Entwistle recorded the instrumental "Beck's Bolero" with 
Page, John Paul Jones and Jeff Beck. The track came out 
well, and they tossed around the idea of forming a new 
band. Moon allegedly said the band would go over like a 
lead balloon. Page remembered the joke two years later and 
Led Zeppelin became a thing.

Chicago - Peter Cetera’s Chicago originally went by 
the name Chicago Transit Authority, which was all fine and 
dandy until the actual Chicago Transit Authority got an-
noyed and made some “legal commentary”. A quick name 
change and Chicago was born.

The Doors - When The Doors’ Jim Morrison died they 
had a problem. How do you go on when your singer IS 
The Doors? You hire Ian Astbury from the Cult to stand 
in. Doors drummer John Densmore didn’t like the ar-
rangement of the band trading under the same name, and a 
judge eventually agreed. The Doors became The Doors of 
the 21st Century, which as we all know went swimmingly 
well, since we all recall the fame of “The Doors of the 21st 
Century.”

David Bowie - Many of us have never heard of Ziggy 
Stardust’s birthname: David Jones. As he was trundling 
along getting nowhere in the 1960s, along came the Mon-
kees and confusion abounded pretty much nowhere but in 
the South London Jones household at the fact there was 
another Davy Jones in showbiz. Our man Jones changed his 
name to David Bowie, a more starry name don’t you think? 
The public certainly thought so.

Multiple Bands of the Same Name - Most interestingly 
of all perhaps are the groups who fracture apart and two en-
tities with the same name are left in the aftermath. It’s actu-
ally quite surprising just how many times this situation has 
arisen. At one point or another there have been two Black 
Flags, two L.A. Guns, two Great Whites, two Foghats, two 
Yes and two Asias. And that doesn’t even touch the debacle 
that was occurring when there were two different Queensry-
che bands touring (too much to include on that, you’ll have 

to look it up).

7. Significant Others
This actually could've been the first category because of 

how petty it seems, yet it also helped culminate the biggest 
break up one of the greatest bands ever. The Beatles. Yoko 
Ono definitely had her hands full, though that’s not even 
getting into the alleged affair between George Harrison and 
Ringo Starr’s wife. So understandably, significant others 
have their place as a deterrent for some bands to continue.

Nirvana: Granted, we talk about it being a huge issue 
specifically for the Beatles, but Nirvana is another legend-
ary band that has suffered from it. The relationship between 
Kurt Cobain and Courtney Love was nothing short of an 
MTV sensation; however, though band mates Dave Grohl 
and Krist Novoselic don't outright speak of all the details 
behind the curtains in Nirvana, there is considerable rumor 
that Love’s relationship with Cobain was infringing on band 
related progress until Kurt’s suicide. Since then, court bat-
tles between Love and the remaining Nirvana members has 
been publicized as highly volatile. So we have to wonder, 
if Kurt never committed suicide, would Nirvana have gone 
the way of the Beatles?

Bands: Take some of this to heart and remember that 
sometimes it’s more about the music than what name you 
play under. There are a great deal of local bands who keep 
the same name for years beyond its functionality, and some-
times that name might have reached the expiration. And 
don’t bring your husband/wife or gf/bf to band rehearsals. 
I’m pretty sure that’s an unspoken universal rule.

Fans: Remember that just because the band name is the 
same, doesn’t always mean it’s the same great minds still 
writing the music you used to love. Sometimes a single 
member change can thwart a band’s entire future success. I 
found that following specific artists you know you like and 
checking out all the musical projects they’re involved in is a 
more surefire way to continue to get more of the music you 
love than being a diehard fan of said band.
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